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Bowyn is a West Coast band with a West London 
feel. It’s blues-inspired chamber pop that comes with 
a surgeon general’s warning. It’s three wizards, a 
vampire and a werewolf disguised as musicians trying 
to lay low and conjure art.

It’s a goddamn eucatastrophe.

The Band

Bowyn is new, but the band’s connections are not. 
The bandmates jammed together as kids, then went 
their separate ways and each trained in the musical 
dark arts alone. As they became experienced and 
accomplished individual musicians in their own right, 
they felt an irresistible pull toward each other again: it 
was the time of the Gathering, when the band Bowyn 
would come together again.

Taylor Bowyn, band founder, lead singer and main 
songwriter, has a one-of-a-kind voice that has been 
known to blow doors of their hinges. Justin Hansen, 
keyboard and piano genius, brings a counterpart 
perspective to Taylor’s creativity, as well as backing 
cello. Master of strings Matisse Geenty adds a unique 
sound to the band with her strings, be they guitar or 
violin. Virtuoso bassist Adam Metroka, and Drums and 
electronics maestro Beau Askew, round out Bowyn’s 
sound, an alloy between classic and cutting edge. It’s 
just a matter of time before they record the next Bond 
theme.

Recommended if you like: Amy Winehouse, Janelle 
Monáe, Florence + the Machine, Kimbra, Adele, Arctic 

Monkeys, The Black Keys, Fiona Apple

Venues

Bowyn is a brand new band, but already they have 
performed at the Center of the Arts in Grass Valley, 
CA and held private shows at Generations in Seattle, 
WA, as well as opening for Storm Large of Pink 
Martini. They will be performing in clubs, musically 
curated venues, and festivals as they develop their 
name and recognition. 

The Future

Bowyn wants to be the soundtrack for long 
drives, windows down, people belting along with 
the lyrics. They want to make landscapes more 
dramatic, moments more poignant, everyone more 
empowered. Feminist af, intersectionally-minded and 
completely cosmopolitan, Bowyn not only wants to 
rock out but be the new anthem band for fresh woke 
minds.

Live performance (YouTube): https://bit.ly/2Osb0bp

Single: https://spoti.fi/2J0vnGS
The first studio single, 
“Lemons,” is available now. 
It is a rhtymically compli-
cated song with a complex 
bassline, syncopated vio-
lin and incredibly precise 
vocals that blend together 
into something powerful 
and mellifluous. The second 
single, “Two-Faced,” will be 
released in the upcoming 
weeks.


